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• Local and national competition

• The role of online players
– Market definition
– Competitive assessment

• Non-price effects

• Data issues



Local and national competitionLocal and national competition

• Retail offers may be set either nationally or locally  interplay
between locallocal and nationalnational competition

• Main theory of harm: The merger might reduce the parties’
incentive to react to local competitive conditions

• Evidence of local pricing by Darty, whereas Fnac has mainly
nationally uniform prices
– Common in retail markets, e.g. Allain et al. (2016) on a merger in

the French grocery sector
– Some evidence of convergence towards national pricing before the

merger

• Both price and non-price dimensions (variety, service quality etc.)
of the retail offer seem to respond to local competitive conditions



Online and offline retailersOnline and offline retailers

• First decision in France where the e-commerce was considered
as part of the relevantrelevant marketmarket for physical stores

– Precedents in the book industry: Egmont/Bonnier (EC, 2007),
Waterstone’s/Ottakar’s (UK CC, 2006)

• Evidence of price convergence between online and physical 
retailers

• Tendency towards a single online/offline pricing policy, but some 
differences still exist in some product segments

• Move towards a multi-channel model of business, whereby the 
online and offline channels complement each other (already 
started to be implemented by the merged entity few months after 
the merger)

• Complementarity & substitutability: “research online, purchase 
offline” and showrooming



Online and offline retailersOnline and offline retailers

• FCA survey reveals that consumers have a preference for the 
physical store (89% on average)

• Main reasons: Better after-sale service and return options



How to incorporate online retailers in a How to incorporate online retailers in a 
model of local competition?model of local competition?

• “Nowhere-everywhere paradox” (Balasubramanian, 1998): In a
spatial model, each retailer competes against the online retailer,
rather than against other physical retailers

• Key parameters of the model:
− Online disutility costs

Empirical evidence: Forman, Ghose and Goldfarb (2009) show that
when a physical store opens locally, people substitute away from
online purchasing (books on Amazon)  online shopping disutility
costs can be large

− Role of information: the larger the share of consumers that are not
exposed to the online retailer, the lower the market power of the
online store

• Multi-channel distribution also by offline retailer



Assessment of the competitive Assessment of the competitive 
pressure at the local level (I)pressure at the local level (I)

• Computation of market shares in catchment areas
• Problem: no public data available on online sales at

the local level  FCA assumes that they are
homogeneous across the whole country
− Internet penetration pretty uniform
− But some evidence of local heterogeneity both for Cdiscount

and for Amazon
− Prorata also for multi-channel retailers? There might be a link

between sales in the online channel and local market
structure (Pozzi, 2013)



Assessment of the competitive Assessment of the competitive 
pressure at the local level (II)pressure at the local level (II)

• Competitive constraints in local markets assessed with a
“weighted competitors” approach
− Attribute a score to each category of competitors on the basis of

the diversion ratios
− Scores are weighted according to the physical distance from the

MP’s store
− Online retailers’ score is not weighted (“nowhere-everywhere”)

• Challenges
− Sensitivity analysis on the weighting scheme (linear/quadratic)
− Arbitrariness of score threshold (10?)
− Scores are based on diversion ratios, which implicitly incorporate

transportation cost
− Differences in diversion ratios across product categories



NonNon--price effectsprice effects

• Importance of non-price effects, especially in retail markets
• Argentesi, Buccirossi, Cervone, Marrazzo (2016): Effect of retail mergers on 

product variety

• The FCA acknowledged the existence of two relevant non-price 
dimensions:
1. Quality of service (number and experience of staff, opening hours, 

after-sale services and store refurbishments)

2. Diversity of offer (product range, i.e. depth of assortment)

• The FCA survey finds that consumers are responsive to a 
degradation in the quality of service, but does not distinguish 
between the two dimensions

• Other (confidential) evidence mentioned in the decision suggests 
that service quality is particularly low in areas where the parties 
face weaker competition

•• Need for additional evidence on nonNeed for additional evidence on non--price effects?price effects?



Data issuesData issues

• Huge data-collection effort (first large survey commissioned by 
the FCA)

• Potential biases stemming from self-completed online survey
− CMA (Celesio/Sainsbury and Ladbrokes/Coral): face-to-face surveys 

show a lower online diversion wrt online and phone surveys

− What is the share of customers that never go online? 21% in the 
survey run by the CMA in Poundland/99c!

− It would be good to compare it with results of an offline survey, but 
diversion ratios in the offline survey presented by FNAC are not 
directly comparable

• Use information on entry/exit events to estimate competitive 
constraints?
− Similar exercise in Poundland/99c and in Waterstone’s/Ottakar’s 
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